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 Introduction 
  Performance on this paper appears to have been similar to the previous session and the most 
challenging aspect was once again the question based on the Scientifi c Article. As mentioned 
below, preparation for this part of the paper should be thorough and detailed as there is evidence 
that many candidates were unfamiliar with terms and ideas. The extra time available at this, and 
future, sessions has resulted in fewer rushed responses towards the end of the paper although it is 
not obvious that there has been a higher level of achievement as a result. Questions addressing the 
How Science Works criteria are not well done on the whole, although there were some encouraging 
responses from good candidates. 
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 Question 1(b) 
     As usual, the fi rst question on the paper was intended to deal with fairly straightforward concepts and 
allow candidates to feel confi dent that they had gained some early credit. The majority of responses 
correctly identifi ed parts of a joint and there was familiarity with joint repair. Clarity of expression 
and careful attention to command words were the main issues where credit was lost and many weaker 
answers did not seem to have used the number of marks available as a guide to the amount of detail 
required. 

       The majority of responses correctly identifi ed the importance of ligaments holding bones together, 
and often went further in describing movement to gain the second mark. Some candidates appeared 
to read the command word as ‘give’ rather than ‘describe’ and so did not expand on a very simple 
answer.     

    

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a clear, succinct answer. Notice that the space 
need not be fi lled and that a well chosen sentence can score more than 
one mark.

Examiner Comments

In this case, the candidate has resorted to repetition in order to try to 
fi nd the second mark. A further attempt is made by giving a property of 
the ligament which clearly answers a different question.

Examiner Tip

Saying something twice wastes time and will never 
be worth extra marks.
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     Question 1(c) 
     For full marks in this question candidates needed to comment in some way on the different properties 
of tendons and ligaments. Most were able to gain an easy mark for a reference to the repair of 
tissue, but surprisingly few went on to discuss the problem of tendons being inelastic. The number of 
references to problems with repairing the tendon was disappointing, highlighting the need to read the 
stem of the question carefully as it was clearly stated that removing tissue caused no damage. 

 

 

Examiner Comments

This clearly relates the properties of the tendon to the time needed for 
recovery.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has again made the correct use of properties and repair, 
but in this case has written further irrelevant material. This only 
penalised by wasted time but shows a lack of confi dence in the answer.
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     Question 1(d) 
     Keyhole surgery is clearly well known as an alternative form of surgical treatment but the benefi ts of 
its use are less well understood. Most commonly marks were awarded for mention of reduced damage 
and fast recovery time but it was rare for a candidate to go on to describe the consequences of this in 
terms of cost or number of patients treated. Credit was not given for the very common references to 
blood loss or infection risk. 

Examiner Comments

In this very clear answer the candidate had stated that there will be a 
shorter recovery time and then goes on to suggest some consequences 
of this.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has managed to score two marks for the faster recovery 
time and less damage, but there is no attempt to describe how this 
might be of benefi t. Getting back to normal activities simply rephrases 
the faster recovery time point.
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       Question 2(a)(i) 
     Although the context of this question is photoperiodism, it is also testing the How Science Works 
principles. The understanding of control of fl owering was quite inconsistent, particularly in candidates 
achieving lower marks, and the ability to interpret experimental evidence was disappointing. 

       The number of candidates that were unable to interpret the diagram was very surprising, with the 
most common error being to simply read the values from the chart without understanding their 
meaning and giving 20 hours as the critical period. Less common, but still seen, were answers 
suggesting that the period is between 7 and 8 hours, when 7 hours is clearly excluded by the results. 
Answers must be precise and take into account all of the information given.     

  

Examiner Comments

This is the classic error of misreading the information given.

Examiner Tip

Take time to understand the way in which the data 
is presented.
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 Question 2(a)(ii) 
    A signifi cant proportion of candidates did not have a suffi cient understanding of the mechanism by 
which phytochrome controls fl owering to score full marks in this question. A simple statement that 
the length of darkness was insuffi cient was made by many although even this was often too poorly 
expressed to be worth credit. Only better candidates were able to go further and explain the lack 
of fl owering in terms of phytochrome. A surprising number of candidates were unable to correctly 
identify the active form of phytochrome inhibiting fl owering, confusing log day and short day plants. 

Examiner Comments

This response is worth more than the marks available. Note that the bullet point 
are acceptable and make it easier to avoid repetition and wandering answers.

Examiner Comments

This candidate know that the two forms of phytochrome are important but is 
unable to explain clearly the role of each form so does not score that point.
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          Question 2(b) 
    Almost all candidates were able to identify the control, and pleasingly went on to explain its purpose 
in the experiment. Where marks were lost it was generally as a result of poor expression. 

        

Examiner Comments

This clearly gives the term control and 
explains that comparisons can be made.
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Question 2(c) 
    High quality responses to this question were rare and only a few were able to make full use of the 
information to suggest an explanation for the results. Very few pointed out that plants exposed to six 
of darkness would not be expected to fl ower or that the eight hours given to the covered leaf would 
cause fl owering, which made it quite diffi cult to follow some responses as there was no clear context 
for the remainder of the answer.   Candidates should be advised to give even obvious points where they 
have not been made in the stem of the question. Most had some idea that leaves were involved in 
detecting the photoperiod but many failed to mention that the leaf was a receptor or that it contained 
phytochrome. A large number of candidates gave detailed descriptions of the mechanism of the 
response, and factors affecting it, but this was not required.   Invitations to candidates to use their own 
knowledge are intended to suggest that not all of the marks are available for using the experimental 
results, but the temptation to give a full account with no evidence of thought about relevance should 
be resisted. 

 

 

Examiner Comments

This candidate has not been able to explain the results of the experiment and tries 
instead to explain in terms of light requirements of the plant. The use of 'amount' is 
particularly unhelpful here as it could have so many different meanings.

Examiner Tip

Use precise terms. There is always a better word 
than 'amount'.
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Examiner Comments

Although there are some inaccuracies in this response the candidate has explained 
how the experiment can be used to explain how the fl owering is controlled.
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 Question 2(d) 
    The signifi cance of photoperiodism in plant development was poorly understood. Even good candidates 
were unable to give full answers and seldom considered the reliability of day length compared with 
other potential stimuli. Most were able to give some description of how seasonal development is 
controlled and how it can be of benefi t, although weaker responses did not appreciate the difference 
between photoperiod and light availability and considered the importance of plants having access to 
as much light as possible. 

     

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer that clearly addresses the relevance of the 
photoperiod as a measure of time of year. It also makes the point that 
this is more reliable than fl uctuations in factors such as temperature.

Examiner Comments

Here the candidate has appreciated that development 
can be coordinated, but has not made the further 
step to discuss the reliability of photoperiod.
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     Question 3(a) 
     As is common with questions involving experimental use of animals, candidates found it very 
diffi cult to concentrate on the science that they have learned rather than emotive considerations 
of animal welfare. The straightforward recall questions were dealt with quite well by most, but the 
interpretation of data and application of knowledge proved to be discriminating. 

       Part a was answered well by most candidates and full marks were commonly awarded. The most 
common misunderstanding was to miss the implied comparison with the use of dopamine itself, but 
one mark was usually available for the reference to low dopamine levels in Parkinson’s disease.     

  

Examiner Comments

Although the expression is not ideal, the 
candidate has made two valid points.
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 Question 3(b) 
    Better candidates scored well on this recall question but full marks were rare for those with lower 
achievement. Knowledge of how MDMA affects the nervous system is required, but a signifi cant 
number of candidates were not able to give a clear explanation of how serotonin levels are affected 
at synapses. There were a large number of vague and poorly expressed descriptions of changes at a 
synapse showing a lack of detailed learning of the mechanism of action. Some appeared unaware that 
serotonin is a neurotransmitter and made no mention of a synapse. 

Examiner Comments

This is a very clear answer showing good 
understanding of how MDMA affects synapses.

Examiner Comments

This candidate is clearly trying to gain marks by making vague 
statements about serotonin levels. There is no reference to a synapse 
and the candidate has no idea about the mechanism of action of MDMA.

Examiner Tip

There is no substitute for 
thorough learning of detail.
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      Question 3(c)(i) 
     The majority of candidates appreciated the need to mimic the effects of Parkinson’s disease in the 
animal model before starting to test treatments. 

      

Examiner Comments

A typical correct answer giving the reason for 
the treatment very clearly.
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 Question 3(c)(ii) 
    Many candidates appeared to have lifted their responses straight from “animal rights” literature and 
listed how the animals’ rights might be affected without discussing the ethical issues. Clearly most 
candidates were against using animals but they failed to explain why or to consider any contrary 
arguments. Most commonly, the need for animals to give informed consent and their inability to 
communicate their wishes was raised. Such questions are often score very poorly, particularly for 
lower achieving candidates, as they fail to appreciate the difference between considered ethical 
arguments and opinion. References to formal ethical standpoints were uncommon and candidates 
should be encouraged to view the learning in this area of the course in the same way as any other 
topic. 

Examiner Comments

This is an example of slightly less emotive responses. Marks are gained 
for the description of the use for greater good and for the suggestion 
that other methods might be used if available.

Examiner Comments

There is no need for animals to give consent to treatments. 
However the greater good appears again for a mark.

Examiner Tip

Do not give your opinion on ethical issues. Give 
the ethical standpoints you have learned.
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      Question 3(d) 
     There were a number of clear, concise answers that fully described phase testing of potential drugs, 
but equally many weaker responses were vague and lacking in detail. It is important that trials are 
described accurately in terms of the number and type of people involved. 

Examiner Comments

A mark is gained here for mention of a placebo, but the 
remainder is too imprecise to score. There is a clear list 
of stages that must be given for marks to be scored.

Examiner Comments

This highlights the precision required. A small number of 
volunteers in not enough - they must be healthy in the 
fi rst instance.
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       Question 4(a) 
     Muscle structure and the role of anaerobic respiration in contraction was well understood by many 
candidates and there were many clear and accurate descriptions. The number of errors in the 
calculation showed that a large number of candidates do not read the information as carefully 
enough to avoid losing quite straightforward marks. Once again, candidates should be careful to avoid 
responding to a term or phrase by giving a detailed account of irrelevant material. Thorough reading 
of the stem is essential. 

       The majority of candidates were able to score a mark for the correct calculation but most failed to 
see that everything was expressed per million molecules and left this out of their answer.     

  

 Question 4(b)(i) 
    Only a few candidates were unable to identify a fast twitch fi bre. 

    

 

Examiner Comments

This illustrates the typical error of forgetting about 
the millions given in the question.
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 Question 4(b)(ii) 
    This question discriminated well, with a high proportion of weaker candidates giving vague accounts 
of anaerobic respiration or missing the indication that mitochondria could not account for all of the 
ATP needed for muscle contraction. Higher achieving candidates gave good and clear accounts of the 
process. The important point that reduction of pyruvate provides a supply of NAD for glycolysis was 
not explained well, and candidates should be discouraged from using abbreviations for compounds 
such as phosphocreatine without explanation. Some candidates saw the question as an opportunity to 
give a detailed description of the sliding fi lament theory, clearly having misread the instructions. 

Examiner Comments

Here the candidate has not appreciated that anaerobic respiration is the important focus of the question. 
A mark is gained for the reference to anaerobic respiration but the additional detail is not relevant.

Examiner Comments

Another way of misreading this question was to hope 
that it required detail of the sliding fi lament theory.

Examiner Tip

Pay attention to the clues in the question.
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        Question 4(b)(iii) 
     Most candidates identifi ed build-up of lactate as a problem in anaerobic respiration and scored both 
marks. Fewer went to explain the signifi cance of this for metabolic processes, but full marks were 
available for a fairly simplistic response. 

       Question 5(a) 
     Understanding of the process of aerobic respiration was tested quite fully in this question and most 
candidates were able to deal with the straightforward factual recall but found the application to 
experimental data challenging. The diffi culty of some parts of this question made it very diffi cult for 
any but the most able to access high marks. 

       Very few candidates were unable to give glycolysis as the process, although there were several 
inventive spellings. These were not penalised where there was no ambiguity but clearly careful 
learning of technical terms is important.     

Examiner Comments

This is not a particularly clear answer but it includes reference 
to lactate build up and the effect of pH on enzymes.

Examiner Tip

This response gains full marks in the second paragraph but 
wastes time restating the question in the fi rst.
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   Question 5(c)(i) 
    This proved to be very diffi cult for most candidates.   Some, instead of answering the question, gave 
an excellent response to a question that appeared on a previous paper suggesting over-coaching. 
Unfortunately, on this occasion it was necessary to use data from the graph as a guide and this was 
not well done. The comparison of two rates of oxygen uptake was the most common creditworthy 
response. Many of the stages and reactants of the process were mentioned but with insuffi cient detail 
or in the wrong context and there was evidence of rote learning of much more detail than required by 
the specifi cation. It was common for candidates to suppose that pyruvate had the most carbon atoms 
in an attempt to see a pattern, but the relationship with oxidation was rarely appreciated . 

Examiner Comments

This illustrates the point that stating values without 
some comparison will not be worth credit.

Examiner Tip

Always manipulate or compare values. Do not 
leave it for the examiner to do for you.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has made comparisons of rates and has appreciated 
the link with NAD production and oxygen requirement.
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     Question 5(c)(ii) 
    Responses to this question were considerably better than to the previous question and the link to their 
understanding of oxygen debt was often made. 

     

Examiner Comments

The most common correct response included 
reference to oxygen debt.
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 Question 6(a) 
     This was the fi rst question on the paper to assess quality of written communication and there were 
many very good and clear answers describing the functioning of the heart in a logical sequence. 

      Explanations of the term were often too vague and unclear to be worthy of both marks. Most were 
able to explain that the contraction of cardiac muscle cells does not require external stimulation, but 
explanations of the link with depolarisation were rarely given.    

Examiner Comments

Typically responses made reference to lack of external 
stimulation but not the fact that depolarisation is spontaneous.
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   Question 6(b) 
     This was an opportunity for candidates to show that they are able to give a detailed description of a 
process in a logical sequence and most rose well to the challenge. A large number of accounts reached 
full marks long before the end and were worthy of more marks had they been available. A signifi cant 
number of candidates read the question too loosely and felt that the role of the autonomic nervous 
system was relevant, despite the guidance from the previous question and the instruction to discuss 
coordination of the contraction rather than its control. The role of valves in controlling blood fl ow 
was the weakest element of many answers and it is still a common misconception that the valves are 
closed by some means other than pressure of blood. 

Examiner Comments

This is a good clear answer but does not address the whole 
question. There is no reference made to the control of blood 
fl ow by valves so full marks are not available.

Examiner Tip

Answer the whole question.
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Examiner Comments

This response manages to hit a couple of the marking points but 
it is disorganised and uses poor terminology such as 'pulse'.

Examiner Tip

 Use correct and accurate terms. 
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 Question 7(a) 
     As has proved to be the case in previous series, the question based on the Scientifi c Article was quite 
clearly the most demanding. Low scores on some parts of the question are suggestive of inadequate 
preparation as the meaning of terms and phrases in the text should be prepared in advance. Irrelevant 
answers were not uncommon which may well be the result of inadequate identifi cation of links to 
other units. This question, it should be remembered, can draw on any area of the specifi cation. 

       There was some confusion of what a photoreceptor protein might be, with rods and cones being 
offered quite frequently. Description of the function were much too vague at times and would have 
benefi ted from a precise role of rhodopsin rather than a description of the full functioning of a rod 
cell.     

    

Examiner Comments

This clearly misses the instruction to name the protein and 
uses vague terminology such as signal. It describes functions 
of things other than the photoreceptor protein.

Examiner Comments

This is an excellent answer that gives more detail than can 
be rewarded when two marks are available.
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     Question 7(b) 
    Explanations of the Human Genome Project were unclear, with vague references to mapping taken 
from the text being common. This is an area that could have been prepared in advance with a precise 
understanding of the process and its signifi cance. 

     

 

          

Examiner Comments

 This answer appears to be using phrases from the text to provide an 
explanation. It does not go far enough with explaining what is involved. 

Examiner Tip

 Find out about terms and concepts in the article 
as a part of your preparation. 

Examiner Comments

In this case the consequences of the project are given, but not how the 
information is being obtained.
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Question 7(c) 
    Although this question is clearly addressing the nature and nurture debate it is not enough to simply 
state that without explanation. A number of weaker candidates lost credit in this way and they should 
be advised that popular phrases without explanation will rarely gain credit. Most candidates were 
able to suggest that genes make a contribution to the diseases but that other factors are likely to be 
involved. It was pleasing to see so many appropriate examples illustrating answers. 

Examiner Comments

This is a good answer as far as it goes but has not given examples 
from both of the situations included in the question.

Examiner Comments

This is a better answer that does address both cancer and heart 
disease.
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      Question 7(d) 
   Although there were some misguided attempts to describe the diffi culty of inserting genes into cells, 
many found the appropriate references to the need for transcription factors to switch the gene on. 
The mark scheme was rather precise in requiring explicit reference to the fact that the appropriate 
transcription factor might not be present and many candidates missed this point. Once again, giving 
obvious points in a response will often be worth credit. 

    

Examiner Comments

This candidate does not appear to have understood the concept of gene therapy and 
has resorted to guesswork. Again, preparation of ideas in the article is key, particularly 
when there are concepts that are in the course involved.

Examiner Comments

This answer is nearly worth full marks but is let down by poor expression. 
It doesn't quite say that transcription factors are needed.
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     Question 7(e) 
    This was the second occasion that QWC was assessed and good candidates were able to give clear 
accounts of transcription and translation, accurately spelling technical terms. Some descriptions were 
rather disjointed and vague in places and in particular the role of tRNA was badly explained. Weaker 
candidates struggled with a number of aspects of the process and failed to score well. 

Examiner Comments

This candidate has given more detail of transcription than is 
needed and then is unable to clearly explain the role of the tRNA.

Examiner Comments

This is a clear case of poor understanding. The idea that 
mRNA molecules line up alongside DNA is surprisingly 
common and the second paragraph is clearly irrelevant.

Examiner Tip

Learn the detail of important 
processes as a sequence of events.
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      Question 7(f) 
    This proved to be diffi cult for most, with the majority selecting text from the article and quoting 
phrases without explanation. Often the correct information was used, but it is important to show 
understanding, particularly when the question has directed candidates to the relevant paragraph. In 
this case, some understanding that shape and binding were involved was required. 

     

     

Examiner Comments

This is an example of a good answer that describes shape as 
important and that the sequence of bases dictates shape. Note 
that phrases from the text have not been quoted as an answer.

Examiner Comments

This is a more typical answer that reveals no 
understanding but selects phrases from the text.
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Question 7(g) 
     Although many candidates were able to fi nd some of the ways in which new genes may arise, and they 
scored well as a result, there was further evidence of candidates quoting text without explanation. 
Many found sub-functionalism and retro-position but did not go on to say what they were or how they 
might be involved. 

      

 

Examiner Comments

 This is an answer that is not particularly well 
expressed but does identify and explain some 
ways in which new genes can arise. 

Examiner Tip

 Explain what is meant by information 
quoted from the article. 
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Examiner Comments

 This is an example of a good, well expressed answer that 
gives clear explanations of the ideas selected from the text. 
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 Question 7(h) 
     Most candidates were able to link the chemical to infl ammation but were unable to go further to 
explain how this might cause atherosclerosis. They were more likely to simply state that it did, 
rephrasing the question. 

      

       

Examiner Comments

This illustrates the tendency to give a partial 
answer. Infl ammation is identifi ed, but its role 
in causing atherosclerosis is not explained.

Examiner Comments

This is a better example describing the development 
of atheroma in response to infl ammation.
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Question 7(i) 
  This was a diffi cult question, but good candidates were able to suggest that only one strand of the 
DNA is normally a coding strand and that the frame produced by start codons reduce the number of 
possible ways of reading DNA to one. Many candidates were confused and thought that DNA is read in 
more than one way. 

     

       

 

Examiner Comments

This is a clear example of how a confused 
candidate has tried to make sense of the text. 
With something this complex preparation is key.

Examiner Comments

 This candidate has managed to fi nd a mark for appreciating that 
DNA is read in one direction only. Again, the misunderstood ideas 
from the text indicate a lack of preparation. 
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Question 7(j) 
    This was the latest attempt to ask candidates to explain how natural selection is thought to work and 
as with all other attempts the results were broadly disappointing. Many accounts suggested that any 
fi sh without the protein would suddenly keel over at some unexplained time leaving other to survive. 
There was often a lack of appreciation that selective advantage may not be all or nothing and that 
gradual change is possible. Similarly, survival was often the most important issue with no reference to 
reproduction or the effect on subsequent generations. As usual, unexplained phrases such as ‘survival 
of the fi ttest’ were not given credit. 

Examiner Comments

This answer illustrates the vague answers give when 
precise descriptions of natural selection are required.

Examiner Comments

 This is a typical response that makes the points about surviving to 
reproduce and alleles becoming more common. It is worth knowing 
the difference between an allele and a gene in this circumstance. 

Examiner Tip

 Alleles and genes are not necessarily 
the same thing. Know how thy differ 
and which term to use. 
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Paper Summary

          It is diffi cult to avoid making the same observations as usual about the performance of candidates. 
More attention to reading the stem of the questions and a better appreciation of the meaning of 
command words would allow candidates to show their knowledge and understanding more clearly. This 
paper is unlikely to have too many straightforward recall questions and it is important that candidates 
have as much experience as possible of interpreting the type of questions used. There are a few 
areas where performance is consistently poor, such as ethical questions on the use of animals and 
natural selection, and it would be of benefi t to give these particular attention where they have been 
highlighted in this report. 
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